THE STANDARD COMIC SCRIPT TEMPLATE

HOW TO USE:
● Each script element is color-coded and linked to a bookmark in the
“KEY”
● The “KEY” explains how each element functions within the larger
script framework and how to best utilize that element
● Once you understand the KEY, you can make a copy of this
document and substitute your character names, panel numbers, etc.
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TITLE
ISSUE NUMBER (If Applicable)
Credits (Artist/Writer/Layout Artist/Inker/Letterer/Colorist)
Date
# of Characters in this Issue/Chapter*

PAGE # (L or R) - # of panels**
PANEL #: DESCRIPTION LINE (Description of what is within the panel. Include locations, time
of day, character moods, inline links, and anything that would help the artists/colorists set the
scene.)
[LOCATION/TIME] CAPTION:
EXAMPLE
CHARACTER A NAME (VO/OFF-PANEL/ETC.)
1 Dialogue
CHARACTER B NAME
2 Dialogue
PANEL #: [Zoom in/out] Description of what is within the panel.
CHARACTER A NAME
Dialogue
Dialogue
CHARACTER B NAME
Dialogue

PANEL #: Description of what is within the panel.
CHARACTER A NAME
Dialogue
SFX (LETTERER NOTE)
Sound Effect
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STANDARD COMIC SCRIPT KEY
PAGINATION
● This area is where you’ll include the page number and whether the comic page is on the
left or right page.
● “L or R” helps with visualizing page turns and spreads.
● Each comic page should be on its own document page. This makes it easier for the
editor to go through the work and is a neater alternative to a wall of text.
Formatting: UPPERCASE, UNDERLINED
LAYOUT
● Think of panels as moments rather than actual panels. This will allow you to focus more
on the story, while the artist can do more heavy lifting on the visual narrative to get your
story across in a finite space.
● You may note the type of panel you prefer (inset, circular, small, wide, etc.), but comics
are a collaborative medium, so be sure to consider that the artist may have a more
effective layout. Always go into writing comics with flexibility!
Formatting: UNDERLINED
DESCRIPTION LINE
● Here is where you’ll call out details like panel direction (wide shot, zoom in/out,
exterior/interior shot, etc.) and time of day and season.
● When describing what’s in a panel, think about how you want to stage your characters
(foreground, background, etc.) and what kind of lighting and mood. Write what your
characters are FEELING in the panel as that may be useful to an artist.
● While characters can multitask, comics is a static medium, so we recommend only
having one action per character per panel.
● Inline links are preferable to pasting full URLs into your scripts.
Formatting: ITALICIZED
LOCATION/TIME CAPTION
● If you are setting a new scene and you’d like to call it out to the reader, you’ll do that
here.
Formatting: UPPERCASE WITH THE WORD “CAPTION” AT THE END
SFX
●

Here is where you’ll include any sound effects that will be in the panel.
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●

In “Letterer Note” specify the source of the sound and any other descriptor (small, large,
etc.). This will help the artist know how much space to leave for the SFX and the letterer
where to place it.

Formatting: UPPERCASE, ITALICIZED, CENTER-ALIGNED
LETTERER DIRECTION
● Specify whether this piece of dialogue is a voice-over caption, an off-panel balloon (with
or without tail), or a specific balloon style (burst, loud, small, electronic, etc.)
● Numbering Dialogue: Be sure to ask both your artist and letterer if they prefer numbered
or non-numbered dialogue. While it can be helpful for the artist, it can be a hindrance for
a letterer. In some cases, you may include numbering for the artist and then remove it for
the letterer later.
● If you want to specify how a character talks, do so in the “DESCRIPTION LINE,” not the
“LETTERING DIRECTION.”
Formatting: UPPERCASE WITHIN PARENTHESES
DIALOGUE
● If you’re writing dialogue that you’d like to be split between two or more speech balloons,
separate them with a line break.
● Underline dialogue that should be emphasized. This allows the letterer freedom to make
that word bigger, or a different font, or place it in its own breakout balloon, etc.
Formatting: CENTER-ALIGNED, SENTENCE CASE

GENERAL FORMATTING:
● Character Names: UPPERCASE, CENTER-ALIGNED

--OPTIONS/EXCEPTIONS
* Note that the script should not be the first time your artist is introduced to a character. So while
a character description may be helpful for a team that is less collaborative, the recommendation
is to provide the artist with a Character Description sheet or a Story Bible for references.
** Providing the number of panels is optional depending on the creative team. While it can be
helpful for writers to keep in mind how much space they have on the page, it can also be
restrictive to the artist. Be sure to have a conversation with your team about how you’d like to go
about including the number of panels.
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SCS EXAMPLE SCRIPT
A Case for Standardization
One-shot
Story & Words: Camilla Zhang
Art & Letters: Meghan Carter
Date: November 24, 2020
2 Main Characters
Various Background Characters
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PAGE 1 (R) - 3 panels**
PANEL 1: Wide exterior shot of the Javits Center, fully decked in NYCC regalia and crowded to
the brim with fans and cosplayers. It’s a fall morning in NYC. Here are a few reference photos
you can use. Just be sure to include the building and NYCC signage prominently
TIME CAPTION
October 2021
CAMILLA (VO)
Welcome to New York. Home of the best bagels and pizza on the planet.
STEENZ (VO-small)
That the hill you wanna die on?
CAMILLA (VO)
And, birthplace of the American Comic Book!
PANEL 2: An interior shot of the Javits where a small group of Marvel and DC Comics
cosplayers are posing like they’re about to battle. Here are some reference images.
STEENZ (VO)
Well, the origins of American Comics can’t necessarily be traced to one city.
But we can safely say that both Marvel and DC Comics were originally headquartered here.
CAMILLA (VO)
The Big Two are also known to have very different preferred styles of script formatting.
PANEL 3: Inside a large panel room where Steenz, Camilla, and 3 other artists/writers are on
stage talking about craft.
STEENZ
But even within one style there are at least five different templates, each by specific writers and
editors.
CAMILLA
Options are great for ice cream flavors and movie choices, but standardization in formatting is
what propels an industry forward.
Take our cousins in Hollywood for example. Their entire ecosystem runs on one template--
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PAGE 2 (L) - 5 panels**
PANEL 1: Wide shot of actors doing a table reading. In the foreground, we see past a producer
to look at their script.
CAMILLA (VO)
Why? Because like comics, film can involve many people. And when you work with teams, clear
communication is crucial to keeping a project together.
PANEL 2: Shot of a writer typing furiously away on their laptop, like they’re on a roll.
SFX (keyboard)
takatakatakataka
STEENZ (VO)
Standardization sounds boring, but it actually helps us optimize for clarity and simplifies the
production process at all stages.
PANEL 3: Shot of a comics editor. Feet up at her desk, highlighter in one hand, script on lap.
She’s making notes on the script.
STEENZ (VO)
Editors working on multiple books can more easily catch inconsistencies and strengthen
character arcs.
PANEL 4: Shot of artist working at their desk. The script is on their computer screen and they’re
working on a tablet/wacom/actual art desk (whichever you prefer to draw).
CAMILLA (VO)
Artists, Letterers, Colorists, and Pre-Press designers can work smarter, not harder.
PANEL 5: Shot of a colorist, letterer, and pre-press designer taking a break from their
computers. You can kind of see what they’re working on in their monitors. But they’re smiling
and chatting while eating pizza bagels.
STEENZ (VO)
Efficiency is not the antithesis of art. It gives us what we need to make it: TIME.
More time to imagine, to create, to relax—
CAMILLA (VO)
To eat pizza and bagels!
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